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ABSTRACT 
Voice is a rich modality for conveying emotions, however 
emotional prosody production can be situationally or medically 
impaired. Since thermal displays have been shown to evoke 
emotions, we explore how thermal stimulation can augment 
perception of neutrally-spoken voice messages with affect. We 
designed ThermalWear, a wearable on-chest thermal display, then 
tested in a controlled study (N=12) the effects of fabric, thermal 
intensity, and direction of change. Thereafter, we synthesized 
12 neutrally-spoken voice messages, validated (N=7) them, then 
tested (N=12) if thermal stimuli can augment their perception 
with affect. We found warm and cool stimuli (a) can be perceived 
on the chest, and quickly without fabric (4.7-5s) (b) do not incur 
discomfort (c) generally increase arousal of voice messages and 
(d) increase / decrease message valence, respectively. We discuss 
how thermal displays can augment voice perception, which can 
enhance voice assistants and support individuals with emotional 
prosody impairments. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Human voice is a rich modality for conveying emotions [61, 63, 
38], whether verbal or non-verbal [60]. This process however 
can be impaired due to situational factors (e.g., ironic speech 
[1]), remote communication settings where much non-verbal 
information is missing [30, 32], or medical conditions such as 
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ADS) [13, 56]). Within HCI, it has 
been shown that thermal displays can evoke emotions in isolation 
[20, 58, 73] or  to augment media [67, 47, 58]. Emotions are 
often stated to be connected to sensed variations in temperature 
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(a) Male and female stretchy (b) ThermalWear hardware 
neoprene wetsuit tops. components. 
Figure 1: Our ThermalWear prototype and components. Best seen in color. 
[58, 74], where warm temperatures are found to be comfortable 
and pleasant [29] and promote  greater social proximity [24], 
while colder temperatures perceived as being uncomfortable 
[66]. This provides an opportunity to explore how and to what 
extent thermal displays can augment human voice with affect 
information, when it is lacking in emotional prosody. 
While there has been much HCI research focused on augmenting 
media (from images to social media post) with thermal stimulation 
[47, 3, 42, 67], only recently has there been work on augmenting 
voice, and this was specifically geared towards thermal interaction 
with voice-based intelligent agents [31]. Within the haptics 
community, there has been work on augmenting remote speech 
communication [65], where they found that warm and cold ther-
mal messages were useful in communicating positive and negative 
meanings. However in their work, the voice message per se was 
not augmented, rather thermal stimulation was being sent by the 
sender during remote speech. In this work, we designed and built 
ThermalWear, a wearable upper (central) chest (i.e., Sternum) ther-
mal display that can augment voice messages that have missing 
emotional prosody. Our work fills what we believe is an important 
research gap in voice augmentation research (artificial or human 
impairment). Given the importance of body location in emotional 
processing, and the promise of wearables to provide feedback 
at any time or place, it is important to carefully consider where on 
the body thermal stimuli should occur, and what the interaction 
with fabrics are. To this end, we draw upon Nummenmaa et al.’s 
[49] bodily  map of  emotions,  Zeagler’s  [77] wearability  guide-
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lines, and prior work that has shown that the central (upper) chest 
is an on-body site where the skin is thermally sensitive [50, 15]. 
In this paper, we ask: (RQ1:) Is it feasible to design a wearable 
upper-chest thermal display that ensures accurate temperature 
perception, thermal comfort, and fast thermal stimuli detection 
times suitable for augmenting brief voice messages? Specifically, 
in Experiment 1 we consider the effects of contact medium 
(fabric, no fabric), thermal intensity (low, high), and direction 
of change (warm, cool) on perceived temperature, perceived 
comfort, and detection times in wearable upper-chest thermal 
displays. (RQ2:) How does wearable thermal stimulation affect 
emotion perception from neutrally-spoken voice messages? 
Specifically, in Experiment 2 we focus on valence and arousal 
ratings of synthesized speech audio that lack emotional prosody 
(i.e., neutrally spoken). Our exploratory work offers two primary 
contributions: (1) we design and develop ThermalWear1, a  
wearable prototype that thermally stimulates the upper chest, 
and evaluate it with respect to evoked temperature and comfort 
and (2) we present empirical findings that show neutral voice 
messages can be effectively augmented with affect through 
thermal stimulation. Below we start with a review of related work. 
RELATED WORK 
There are several strands of research that have strongly influenced 
the design and motivation of ThermalWear. We begin by examin-
ing the theory behind emotional prosody and the factors that can 
inhibit its comprehension. Next, we examine the link between 
temperature and thermoception and the use of wearables to convey 
emotion on the body. Lastly, we explore current HCI research in 
this area, to better identify where our work fits in this landscape. 
Emotional Prosody Production and Processing 
Emotional prosody, or the ability to interpret another person’s 
feelings by listening to their tone of voice, is crucial for effective 
social communication. Research coming from neuroimaging 
studies provides evidence (cf., [7]) that, relative to neutral speech, 
"hearing" emotional prosody enhances hemodynamic responses 
(e.g., rapid delivery of blood to active tissues) within the mid 
superior temporal cortex (m-STC) [14]. This has been shown to 
aid decoding of emotional prosody, regardless of the type of emo-
tion expressed [70]. This process however can be impaired due to 
situational factors (e.g., ironic speech [1]), remote communication 
settings where non-verbal information is often missing [30], or 
medical conditions. Two well known medical conditions that 
result in aberrant emotional prosody processing include Autism 
Spectrum Disorder (ADS) [13, 56] and  right  hemisphere  lesions  
known as Aprosodias [17]. Autistic children for example have 
considerable difficulty in labeling emotional intonations [36]. 
Furthermore, it has also been shown that emotional prosody 
processing is more prone to errors with age [57] and stress [51]. 
Although there are a variety of therapies (e.g., learning to 
read body language cues) for improving emotional prosody 
comprehension, our work offers a complementary technological 
approach. From this perspective, our aim with ThermalWear is 
to lay the groundwork for designing wearable systems that use 
thermoception to help convey the tone of a person’s voice. 
1https://github.com/cwi-dis/ThermalWear 
Body, Wearables, and Emotion 
Research has shown that emotions are not only felt in the body, 
but that somatosensory feedback (which includes thermoception) 
can actively trigger conscious emotional experiences. In a sense, 
these models of embodied emotion state that we understand 
others’ emotions by simulating them in our own bodies [48]. With 
respect to temperature, this occurs at low physiological levels 
and is dubbed as "temperature contagion" [10]. Building on the 
approach that emotions are bodily experiences, Nummenmaa et 
al. [49] propose  a bodily map  of emotions that is  stated to be cultur-
ally universal [69] and  applicable  across child development [23]. 
In this model, discernible sensation patterns associated with dif-
ferent emotions have a strong correspondence with large changes 
in physiological functions [26]. Importantly, the most basic 
emotions were associated with sensations of elevated activity in 
the central, upper chest area, which likely correspond to changes 
in heart rate, breathing, and other vitals [41]. Moreover, prior 
work has also shown that the central (upper) chest is an on-body 
site where the skin is thermally sensitive [50, 15]. This leads us to 
consider the upper chest area as a promising site for investigation. 
Given the importance of body location in emotional processing, 
and the promise of wearables to provide feedback at any time 
or place, it is important to carefully consider where on the body 
thermal stimuli should occur, and what the potential interaction 
with fabrics may be. With the rise of smartwatches, perhaps the 
most obvious area for thermal feedback is the wrist. Although 
researchers have explored the utility of thermal bracelets [52] 
for providing spatio temporal feedback, it has not been studied 
from the perspective of conveying emotional prosody. Given 
the physiological aspects of emotional perception, an alternative 
garment based solution might be more applicable. However, the 
use of clothing requires other considerations, namely thermal 
intensity. For example, Halvey et al. [22] showed that the  
presence of clothing requires higher intensity thermal changes 
for detection, but that these changes are more comfortable than 
direct stimulation on skin. Technical aspects aside, there is also 
the role of fashion and personal style in the design of wearable 
systems. As Devendorf el al. [11] point out,  users are often  
less interested in wearing "screens" on their clothing and expect 
different aesthetics than smartphones or watch based displays. 
We discuss these issues in further detail and better motivate our 
design in the description of our prototype. 
Thermal Displays and Emotion Perception 
As alluded to earlier, thermal sensation is one intrinsic aspect 
of sensory and perceptual experience [40]. It is tied with several 
experience facets, including cognitive [45], emotional [12], and 
social [16, 40] phenomena.  The capability  of thermal stimuli  
to evoke emotions has been demonstrated in isolation [20, 
58, 73], or to augment media [67, 47, 58]. The latter is 
part of a growing trend in HCI across a range of interaction 
scenarios, including conveying (emotional) information through 
temperature displays [67], improving material properties of 
virtual content [54], or communicative functions [25, 16, 39]. 
In these interaction scenarios, emotions are often stated to be 
connected to sensed variations in temperature [58, 74], where 
warm temperatures are stated to be comfortable and pleasant [29] 
and promote greater social proximity [24], while colder tempera-
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(a) Vest inner layer. (b) Vest outer layer. 
Figure 2: Overlay of three wearability body maps for male and females [77]: 
Motion Impedance, Garment Manufacturing, and Social Acceptability. Magenta 
fill highlights the stimulation site based on [49], where we ensured the exact same 
Peltier element position for males and females. Best seen in color. 
tures are perceived as being uncomfortable [66]. This in line with 
previous research suggested that warmth tends to be associated 
with positive factors; cold, on the other hand, conveys negative 
factors [74]. More specifically, Salminen et al. [59] found  that  
a 6  C change in  temperature (especially when  warm)  was  rated  
as unpleasant, arousing, and dominant. However a 4 C increase  
was still rated as arousing and dominant but pleasant. 
In recent years, thermal feedback has been used to augment digital 
media including images [3, 47], social media posts [67], and 
videos [42]. There has even been research into thermal feedback 
on mobile phones beyond basic ’yes-no’ detection of stimuli [72]. 
However, only recently has there been work on augmenting voice, 
and this was specifically geared towards thermal interaction 
with voice-based intelligent agents [31]. Within the haptics 
community, there has been work on augmenting remote speech 
communication [65], where they found that warm and cold 
thermal messages were useful in communicating positive and 
negative meanings. However here, the voice message per se 
was not augmented, rather thermal stimulation was being sent 
by the sender during remote speech. From a wearable design 
perspective, SWARM [71], an intelligent scarf designed to help 
a user  reflect on their  own emotional state, is perhaps similar  to  
our work. However, heat here was used as a general, less granular 
indicator of mood and emotion. In our work, we specifically 
explore the use of a wearable thermal display that can augment 
voice messages that have missing emotional prosody. 
THERMALWEAR PROTOTYPE 
To build ThermalWear, several considerations went into the 
design, including wearability factors and choice of body location 
for thermal stimulation, textile fabrication, and choices related 
to hardware design and components. These are described below. 
Wearability and Body Location 
To design our ThermalWear prototype, we drew on Zeagler’s [77] 
wearability guidelines. Our choices for on-body location came 
down to a balance between the desired use of the wearable device 
and the affordances different parts of the body offer. Among 
the 13 wearability body maps, three were relevant: Motion 
Impedance, Garment Manufacturing, and Social Acceptability. 
The maps can be found here: http://wcc.gatech.edu/content/ 
wearable-technology-affordances-body-maps. To  factor  in  these  
considerations, we overlay the three maps to find common ac-
ceptable areas, which leads to a new body map shown in Figure 2. 
From the new map, the potential areas are head, forearm, upper 
Figure 3: Vest inner and outer components. Best seen in color. 
arm, upper chest, the front of thigh, the front of shin and instep. 
To narrow down the design space, we considered prior work on 
the bodily map of emotions [49], as alluded to in our related work, 
and chose the central, upper chest as our thermal stimulation site. 
Textile Fabrication 
Inner and Outer Vest Layers 
Two stretchy neoprene wetsuit tops (a male version and a female 
version) are used (shown in Figure 3a). The upper chest part of 
a diving vest is  cut out and used  to place the Peltier  element.  The  
vest is thick enough to hold the Peltier element without wrinkles. 
The Peltier element and the heat sink are connected through the 
hole with thermal glue. The Peltier element is embedded on 
the inner side, while the heatsink is attached on the other side. 
A piece  of  silk is  sewed  on the  vest  and can  cover  the Peltier  
element if needed. For the shirt, a front opening is made, through 
which the Peltier element can touch the skin on the upper chest. 
An aluminum frame on the edge of the opening is sewed on so 
the structure is stable even if the shirt is stretched. Hooks and 
loops are sewed on the shoulder, the lower sides of chest and 
right next to the front opening. The inner and outer vest layers 
are shown in Figure 3b. 
Fabric Construction and Material 
For ThermalWear, we consider the feasibility of using fabric as 
a suitable  contact medium.  Generally,  adding an  extra fabric layer  
between actuators and skin always weakens the thermal stimulus 
[22], while increasing comfort. The fabric texture should not 
interfere with the thermal sensation, given our context of emotion 
perception through voice communication. A main requirement 
for a fabric is that it should have high thermal conductivity, and 
be able to provide a stable structure for embedded electronics. 
While the conductivity of polymers and yarns are all similar, the 
way of constructing the fibre into a piece of fabric dominates 
the thermal conductivity. Different construction and finishes will 
lead to different thickness and roughness. If the fabric is thick 
and rough enclosing lots of air, the conductivity is much lower. 
Majumdar [44] showed  that thermal  conductivity decreases  with  
increase in fabric thickness. Moreover, research has shown that 
knitted fabrics have lower values of thermal conductivity in 
comparison with woven fabrics [2] because they are generally  
thicker than that of woven fabrics. Therefore, considering the 
thermal conductivity, woven fabrics are the better choice. 
For the outer layer, we choose elastic fabric, which is a knitted 
and stretchy compression fabric, which enables the actuators to 
sit close to the human body. Additionally, such a fabric is suitable 
to make garments across multiple sizes, making it suitable for 
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user studies. For the inner layer, given that the fibre composition 
does not strongly affect thermal conductivity, we ran early tests 
on material choice between cotton, wool, silk and polyester. For 








or cold stimulation. Based on this early feedback, we found that 
silk provides the least irritation, is less sensationally stimulating 
than polyester, and allows heat to spread evenly (in contrast with 
cotton). Thermal conductivity of our silk fabric ranged between (a) Experiment 1 Peltier element (b) Experiment 2 Peltier element 
0.08-0.1 (W/mK). Given this, silk with elastane is chosen, which on fabric temperature plot across on fabric temperature plot across four trials. five trials. 
is a lightweight silk that includes Lycra in the weft. 
Hardware Design and Components 
As in prior work [20, 52], we used Peltier elements (TEC1-127062 
thermoelectric modules) as primary thermal actuators, given their 
capability of providing fast changes in temperature for creating 
cool or warm stimuli. For our first prototype to be used in Exper-
iment 1, modules were controlled using a Proportional, Integral, 
Derivative (PID) controller to ensure accurate temperature control. 
Each module for this first experiment was driven through a motor 
driver (L298N Dual H Bridge DC stepper motor3) that was  
controlled by a custom built ESP8266 ESP-12 microcontroller 
that is Arduino compatible. 
Our ThermalWear hardware components for Experiment 2 are 
shown in Figure 1b. It  consists  of  our  custom  ESP8266  ESP-12  
microcontroller, a 3.3v regulator (so it can be powered with a stan-
dard 5V-16V power supply), a MAX31850 thermocouple to digi-
tal converter, a K-type thermocouple, a DC motor driver (DC Mo-
tor Control Shield BTN8982TA), and a Peltier element attached to 
a heat  sink, that  connects to  a laptop  through a  Serial (RS-232) to  
USB cable with 115200 baud rate. The board communicates to the 
Android device via a local HTTP server enabled through a REST 
API. A thermocouple records the real-time temperature (100ms 
intervals) of the touching area and sends it to the board. The motor 
driver enables the change of output value in terms of voltage and 
direction to offer different thermal stimuli. For synchronization, 
our control board acted as proxy to the Peltier element, where all 
timestamps were generated and recorded on the mobile device. 
For Experiment 1, the Peltier element is powered by a 9V power 
supply (which differs from the 7.5V power supply shown in the 
figure). The thermocouple reads the real-time temperature of the 
touching area. For the first prototype, we did preliminary testing 
with the PID parameters to ensure quick temperature changes and 
a frequent set  point shift.  To this end,  we  set  Kd=0, and tuned 
the P and I parameters. We create four thermal change conditions 
(intensity x direction of change): warm-high: 32+6°C, warm-low: 
32+3°C, cool-high: 32-6°C, cool-low: 32-3°C. 
Given the skin’s effect on thermal readings, the rate of change 
(ROC) is affected given the skin’s absorption of heat. Furthermore, 
within the context of voice messages, we need to ensure a 
fast ROC given the short duration of voice messages. Thus, 
preliminary explorations led us to experiment with different PID 




4Our final set of PID parameters for Experiment 1 are as follows: 
KP=300 for 35°C, KP=400 for 38°C, KP=700 for 29°C, and KP=700 
for 26°C without fabric and 650 with fabric. 
Figure 4: Real-time (serial port) temperature plots from sample experiment 
trials across both experiments. Best seen in color. 
along with placement of a medium-sized heatsink. With these 
parameters, we were able to reach an ROC of 1°C/s. Our 
temperature plots for all four temperature conditions (with fabric) 
in Experiment 1 is shown in Figure 4a. 
EXPERIMENT 1: ON-CHEST THERMAL PERCEPTION 
AND COMFORT 
Our aim in the first experiment is to explore thermal perception 
across contact medium, thermal intensity, and direction of change. 
Below we present our design choices, experiment setup and 
procedure, our first results and how they influenced subsequent 
design decisions. 
Temperature choice 
Human skin sits at a neutral temperature of 30-36°C. We chose 
32°C for the touching  area between skin and the Peltier element  
as this is within the so-called neutral zone of thermal sensation 
[64, 75]. Lab tests with three participants also gave an average of 
31.8°C touch  area after 2  min.  For stimuli  intensity, we  draw  on  
Halvey et al. [20], who presented thermal stimuli in conjunction 
with images or music, and chose ±6°C as  warm or  cool changes.  
Here, we also investigate this choice by considering ±6°C as  
high intensity. We furthermore test ±3°C as low  intensity, given  
this was found to be perceivable within brief reasonable detection 
times, and also to ensure participant comfort [75, 67]. 
To evaluate the thermal perception and comfort of our Thermal-
Wear prototype, we conducted a 2x2x2 within-subjects controlled 
laboratory experiment, with three independent variables: 2 
(Contact Medium: Fabric vs. NoFabric) x 2 (Thermal Intensity: 
Low (3°C) vs. High (6°C)) x 2 (Direction of Change: Cool 
vs. Warm). For this experiment, we measured the following: 
(a) Perceived thermal intensity on a 7-point Likert scale with 
4 being neutral intensity (following prior work [67]) directly 
in the app interface (b) Perceived comfort on a 7-point Likert 
scale with 4 being neither comfortable nor uncomfortable in the 
app interface (c) Reaction times of when thermal stimulus was 
felt (d) Participant (think aloud) self-reports (e) Room and skin 
temperature at the beginning of the experiment session. 
Experiment Setup and Procedure 
The experiment was conducted in an air-conditioned room, where 
the average room temperature across all sessions was 23°C 
(SD=0.26). The Arduino control circuit, the Android application, 
and laptop were connected via WiFi. The real-time temperature 































































































(a) Participant in Experiment 2. (b) Apparatus. 
Figure 5: Basic experimental setup. Best seen in color. 
laptop. A thermometer is used to measure room temperature. An 
Empatica E4 wristband was used to collect the skin temperature 
of participants before the experiment. Paper forms on the 
table included: experiment instructions, informed consent form, 
participant information form, and Android application instructions. 
Study was approved by our institute’s ethics committee. Figure 
5 shows a study participant and our basic setup. 
The participant was sat at a desk upon which there was an 
Android smartphone. For each experiment session, participants 
were welcomed, asked to read and sign the informed consent 
form, and then fill in the information form. During this time, their 
skin temperature was collected by the Empatica E4 wristband. 
Afterwards, they were asked to wear the ThermalWear prototype 
(where the Peltier element was located on their upper chest), 
and thereafter given a demonstration. Here, participants could 
get familiar with the thermal stimuli and Android application by 
experiencing the coolest and warmest stimuli. 
After the demonstration, participants were presented with 16 trials 
that presented the unique combinations of experiment conditions 
twice (8x2). Eight trials were experienced directly on the skin (No-
Fabric condition), and the other eight through a silk patch (Fabric 
condition). The order of contact medium, thermal stimulus, and 
thermal intensity was rotated using a Latin square. At the start of 
each condition the stimulators were set to a neutral starting temper-
ature of 32°C for  10 sec  so as  to adapt  the skin  to this temperature.  
Previous studies used delays between 10 sec [73] to  two minutes  
[22] for  re-adaptation, to avoid thermal  adaptation effects of the  
skin [28]. After the adaptation period, all 16 stimuli were pre-
sented in random order. A stimulus presentation had a duration of 
approximately 7s, followed by a return to the neutral temperature. 
After each trial, participants had to indicate when they felt the stim-
ulus, by pushing the "Feel it!" button. This button triggers data to 
be stored locally on the mobile device. Two Likert-scale questions 
appeared on the screen (Figure 5a) asking  participants to rate the  
stimulus in terms of intensity (1-"very cold" to 7-"very hot") and 
comfort (1-"very uncomfortable" to 7-"very comfortable"). These 
questions are similar to what was used in prior work [22]. Partici-
pants were given a two-minute break between each 8-trial set. This 
was to ensure sufficient time to switch between Contact Medium 
conditions, and to lower desensitization. At the end of the exper-
iment, a short semi-structured interview was conducted. Partici-
pants were asked to recall the stimuli they experienced, and discuss 
the different conditions. The whole process was recorded by an 
audio recorder. The entire session took approximately 45 min. Par-
ticipants were rewarded with a monetary voucher for participation. 
(a) Temperature ratings for (b) Temperature ratings for cool 
warm stimuli. stimuli. 
Figure 6: Boxplots for perceived temperature ratings (1-very cold to 7-very hot). 
Participants 
Twelve participants (6 m, 6 f) aged 24-32 (M=26.1,SD=2.9) 
were recruited based on apriori power and effect size5. Most  
(10/12) were master’s students. Average height was 172 cm 
(SD=7.8), average weight was 62.2 kg (SD=11.5), and average 
skin temperature was 31.4°C (SD=1.9).  While there may be  
gender-specific differences in emotion interpretation [9, 4], some 
research has found no gender effect for touch-based emotion 
communication [27], and neither for thermal stimulation [74]. 
Therefore, we do not test this. 
Results 
We consider the effects of the three factors (Thermal Intensity, 
Direction of Change, Contact Medium) on each 7-point Likert-
scale measure: perceived temperature ratings and perceived 
comfort ratings. We additionally analyze stimulus detection 
times. Shapiro-Wilk normality tests (all at p<0.001) showed 
that participants’ warm and cool ratings, fabric and no fabric 
comfort ratings, and warm and cool stimuli detection times are 
not normally distributed, so therefore we conduct non-parametric 
statistical tests. Since such tests do not support computing 
interaction effects, we considered the aligned rank transform 
(ART) test [76]. This however is not applicable to our data due 
to high proportion of ties, and risks of inflation of Type I errors 
and severe loss in statistical power [53, 43]. 
Perceived Temperature Ratings 
Box plots for perceived temperature ratings for warm and cold 
stimuli across contact medium and thermal intensity factors are 
shown in Figure 6a and Figure 6b, respectively.  The dashed line  
indicates the mean line across conditions. 
Warm ratings As we compare four matched groups within 
subjects, we directly performed a Friedman rank sum test. Here 
we found a significant effect of thermal intensity and contact 
medium conditions on warm temperature ratings (c2(3)=22.2), 
p<0.001). Post-hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank tests with Bonferroni 
correction showed significant differences only between noFabric-
6°C and Fabric-6°C (Z =  -3.4,  p<0.001, r = 0.5) and between 
noFabric-3°C and noFabric-6°C (Z = -3.2, p<0.05, r = 0.46). 
Cool ratings As we compare four matched groups within sub-
jects, we directly performed a Friedman rank sum test. Here we 
found a significant effect of thermal intensity and contact medium 
5For effect size f=0.3 under a = 0.05 and power (1-b) = 0.95,  with 16
repeated measurements within factors, we need 12 participants. 
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Figure 7: Boxplots for perceived comfort ratings (1-very uncomfortable to 
7-very comfortable). 
conditions on cool temperature ratings (c2(3)=12.5), p<0.05). 
Post-hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank tests with Bonferroni correction 
showed significant differences only between noFabric-6°C and  
Fabric-6°C (Z =  2.1,  p<0.05, r = 0.31), between Fabric-3°C 
and NoFabric-6°C (Z =  2.4,  p<0.05, r = 0.35), and between 
NoFabric-3°C and NoFabric-6°C (Z = 2.9, p<0.05, r = 0.41). 
Perceived Comfort Ratings 
Box plots for perceived comfort ratings for Fabric and NoFabric 
across direction of change and thermal intensity factors are shown 
in Figure 7a and Figure 7b, respectively.  
Fabric ratings As we compare four matched groups within sub-
jects, we directly performed a Friedman rank sum test. Here how-
ever, we did not find a significant effect of thermal intensity and di-
rection of change on Fabric comfort ratings (c2(3)=2.8), p=0.42). 
This indicates that participants found the thermal stimulation nei-
ther comfortable nor uncomfortable irrespective of fabric as a 
contact medium, given the uniform median ratings of 4 (IQR=2). 
NoFabric ratings As we compare four matched groups within 
subjects, we directly performed a Friedman rank sum test. Here 
as well, we did not find a significant effect of thermal intensity 
and direction of change on noFabric comfort ratings (c2(3)=5.5), 
p=0.14). This indicates that participants found the thermal 
stimulation neither comfortable nor uncomfortable irrespective 
of using skin as the direct contact medium, given the uniform 
median ratings of 4 (IQR=2). 
Thermal Stimuli Detection 
Box plots for detection times across contact medium, thermal in-
tensity, and direction of change conditions are shown in Figure 8. 
Warm stimuli As we compare four matched groups within sub-
jects, we directly performed a Friedman rank sum test. Here we 
found a significant effect of thermal intensity and contact medium 
conditions on warm temperature ratings (c2(3)=32.2), p<0.001). 
Post-hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank tests with Bonferroni correction 
showed significant differences only between noFabric-6°C and  
noFabric-3°C (Z =  -3.8,  p<0.001, r = 0.6), between noFabric-3°C 
and Fabric-3°C (Z  = -2.4,  p<0.05, r = 0.4), between noFabric-6°C 
and Fabric-3°C (Z  = -3.6,  p<0.001, r = 0.52), and between 
noFabric-6°C and Fabric-6°C (Z = -3.3, p<0.001, r = 0.5). 
Cool stimuli As we compare four matched groups within 
subjects, we directly performed a Friedman rank sum test. Here 
we found a significant effect of thermal intensity and contact 
Figure 8: Detection times across contact medium, thermal intensity, and 
direction of change conditions. 
medium conditions on cool stimuli detection times (c2(3)=13.6), 
p<0.05). Post-hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank tests with Bonferroni 
correction showed significant differences only between noFabric-
6°C and Fabric-6°C (Z =  -2.2,  p<0.05, r = 0.32), and between 
noFabric-3°C and Fabric-6°C (Z = -2.8, p<0.05, r = 0.41). 
Thermal Stimuli Design Decisions 
Our temperature ratings indicate that adding fabric lowers cool 
stimuli perception for higher thermal intensity (-6°C), especially 
when added to lower thermal intensity (-3°C). Furthermore, 
when considering contact on the naked skin, not surprisingly, 
the higher thermal intensity is perceived to be colder. Despite 
that thermal perception differs across individuals, our findings 
showed that all participants were able to feel the different thermal 
intensities for both cold and warm stimuli when felt on the skin. 
As in prior work [52, 28], our results overall also support the 
consistent finding that perception of cold thermal stimuli (whether 
participant sensitivity or detection times) is greater than warm 
stimuli. However, while higher thermal intensity made a few 
participants remark on the intense feeling, the comfort ratings 
indicate overall that this comfort is not different across contact 
medium. Moreover, adding a piece of silk weakens the subjective 
intensity of the temperature ratings, prolong detection times, and 
as mentioned, does not significantly increase perceived comfort. 
Also, since the thermal stimuli should be detectable for most peo-
ple within an acceptable range, the low intensities tested cannot 
be used. This led us to make the following design decisions for 
our second experiment: for warm stimuli, warm stimuli should 
have a thermal intensity of 6°C (38°C). However, for the cool 
stimuli, we chose to decrease the high thermal intensity from 
-6°C (26°C) to -4°C (28°C), to ensure participant comfort. 
For warm stimuli with fabric, average detection times range from 
10.3s (low intensity) to 10.1s (high). For cool stimuli, average 
detection times range from 6.1s (low intensity) to 7.9s (high). 
For warm stimuli Without fabric, average detection times range 
from 8s (low intensity) to 4.7s (high). For cool stimuli, average 
detection times range from 5.5s (low intensity) to 5s (high). For 
Experiment 2, participants will experience the thermal stimuli in 
the context of voice messages. Since these messages are sudden 
and brief in duration, the stimuli should also be perceived quickly. 
When appraising stimuli for valence and arousal, participants are 
likely to relate the two cues together. Considering that fabric in 
general has "dulling" effects on thermal perception [22], and for 
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us silk prolongs detection times without significantly increasing 
comfort, we chose to test thermal stimuli directly on the skin. 
EXPERIMENT 2: EFFECTS OF ON-CHEST THERMAL 
STIMULI ON VOICE MESSAGE AFFECT 
The goal of the second experiment is to explore how thermal 
stimuli on the upper chest influences emotion perception of 
neutrally spoken voice messages. Here, we aim to answer RQ2: 
can thermal stimuli on the upper chest influence perceived valence 
and arousal ratings of neutrally spoken voice messages? To test 
this, we first needed to ensure we have a corpus of neutrally 
spoken voice messages. Thereafter, taking the findings from Ex-
periment 1, we ran a controlled laboratory study that investigates 
two factors: message valence (positive vs. negative) x thermal 
stimuli (warm vs. cool vs. baseline (no thermal stimulation)). 
Generating Neutral Voice Stimuli 
EU Emotion Voice Dataset 
To gather suitable voice messages for testing, we explored 
whether there are existing datasets that contain valence and 
arousal ratings. The most suitable dataset is the recently published 
EU-Emotion Voice Database [37]. This dataset contains 
audio-recordings of 54 actors where stimuli are labeled with 
emotion expression, emotion intensity, valence, and arousal. The 
last two labels are relevant to our study. 
From the list of EU-Emotion Voice stimuli, we first narrowed 
down our choice to audio recordings spoken in UK English. 
Thereafter, we looked at the mean valence and arousal ratings for 
positive and negative valence messages (i.e., whether the message 
script was positive or negative). We narrowed down this set to 
12 voice recordings: six positive and six negative messages. This 
was based on three criteria: (a) mean valence ratings for positive 
messages must be greater than 3, and mean valence ratings for 
negative messages must be less than 3, and (b) mean arousal 
ratings for both positive and negative ratings should be between 
3-4 (c) the message script had to be realistic if considered as a 
voice message heard on a mobile device, and (d) speaker genders 
had to be balanced as much as possible. Also, voice stimuli 
were carefully matched on intensity (all rated high according 
to EU-Emotion Voice) and duration (⇠2s). The selected 12 
messages with associated Emotions, Valence, and Arousal from 
the EU-Emotion Voice database are shown in Table 1. 
Research coming from neuroimaging studies provides much 
evidence (cf., [7]) that, relative to neutral speech, "hearing" emo-
tional prosody enhances hemodynamic responses within the mid 
superior temporal cortex (m-STC) [14], which aids in decoding 
of emotional prosody, regardless of the type of emotion expressed 
[70]. Since the goal of our work is to investigate whether thermal 
stimuli can influence valence and arousal perception of voice 
messages, we cannot test these voice messages directly, as 
they contain emotional prosody information which may bias 
participant perceptions. Given this, we draw on recent advances 
in speech generation, using WaveNet [68], a deep learning based 
generative model for raw audio. For each voice message in 
Table 1, we  used Google  Cloud  Text-to-Speech6, which  is  based  
on WaveNet, to generate a neutrally spoken counterpart. To this 
6https://cloud.google.com/text-to-speech/ 
end, we also leave the default WaveNet pitch values of 0, to min-
imize injection of emotionality, which plays a role in non-tonal 
languages such as English [55]. The WaveNet codes (which were 
matched by gender to the original stimuli) are shown in Table 1. 
Generated voice message durations ranged between 1-3 sec. 
Annotation Study 
While WaveNet generative audio does contain prosody infor-
mation, from our initial observations there is a lack of emotional 
prosody. Moreover, while the synthesized voices for WaveNet had 
a mean  opinion score (MOS) of  4.21  ±0.081, as the authors state, 
sometimes it had unnatural prosody by stressing wrong words in 
a sentence [68]. To validate our observations, we ran an interme-
diary annotation study with independent raters (N=7). We created 
a survey where  we allowed raters to hear each  of the 12 neutrally  
spoken voice messages, and provide valence and arousal ratings. 
The order of voice messages was randomized. Rater responses 
were collected on a 9-point Likert-scale, and later transformed to a 
5-point Likert-scale to allow comparison with the original valence 
and arousal ratings. Inter-rater Reliability (IRR) was assessed us-
ing a two-way mixed, consistency, average-measures Intra-Class 
Correlation (ICC) [19, 46] to  verify  the degree  to which  raters  
were consistent in their valence and arousal ratings. Both valence 
(ICC = 0.91) and arousal ratings (ICC = 0.81) had high degree of 
agreement amongst raters, which suggests a minimal amount of 
measurement error and high statistical power [8]. 
The mean (SD) and median (IQR) of valence and arousal ratings 
of neutrally spoken voice messages are shown in Table 1. These  
results show that our neutral voice messages had an overall 
neutral arousal level, and while valence was lowered for positive 
messages, this was not so for negative messages. This is not 
surprising given the valence of the message script itself, however 
it was important to ensure a neutral arousal level. By looking 
at the individual mean ratings, we decided to exclude messages 
2,6,9 as the arousal ratings were either too high or too low. To 
ensure a balanced design, we furthermore excluded message 12, 
as the mean valence was decreasing, and going further away from 
neutral. The final list of 8 chosen voice messages are shown in 
bold in Table 1, and included as  supplementary material. 
ThermalWear Prototype Updates 
For experiment 1, it took ⇠6s to reach the highest thermal intensity. 
However, our voice messages are on average 2s in duration, which 
may create a mismatch in presentation time and thus requires a 
higher ROC. For this study, we forego the PID controller when 
the Peltier element reaches a setpoint, and instead apply a constant 
maximum output value to drive the element until it reaches the 
target temperature. Since this higher output value means a higher 
current is needed, we also replaced the motor driver with a more 
efficient one (DC Motor Control Shield BTN8982TA7). To avoid 
the increased heat generated due to resistance8 brought by the 
higher current, we decrease the voltage applied from 9V to 7.5V. 
We additionally added a buffer range to the lower output value, 
to avoid pushing the temperature over the target set point if we 
7https://www.infineon.com/cms/en/product/evaluation-boards/ 
dc-motorcontr_btn8982/ 
8In equation: QRv =I2 ⇤Rv/2, where  Rv is resistance and I is the current 
applied.) 
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Message Gender (WaveNet ValenceNEUT ValenceEU ArousalNEUT ArousalEU# Voice Message Script EmotionEUValence Code: en-GB) M (SD)  M M (SD)  M 
1  It’s  going  to  be  great.  f (C)  Excited  3.5 (0.6)  4.2  2.3 (0.9)  3.5  
2  It’s  wonderful  to  see  you.  m  (B)  Happy  3.9  (0.6)  3.9  3.6  (0.7)  3.6  
3 Positive Hmm, I love chocolate. m (B)  Happy  3.2 (0.3)  4.3  2.6 (1.1)  3.5  
4  You’ve  done  really  well.  f (C)  Proud  3.7 (0.9)  4.1  3.1 (1.2)  3.4  
5  I  knew  I  could  do  it.  f (C)  Proud  2.9 (0.8)  4.6  3 (0.8)  3.5  




























What  do  you  think  you  are  doing?  
Ugh...cover  your  mouth  when  you  sneeze.  
I’ve  lost  everything.  
I tried so hard. 
That wasn’t very nice of me. 
Look what you’ve done? 
m (B)  
f (C)  
m  (D)  
f (C)  








1.9 (0.8)  
1.9 (0.4)  
2  (1)  
2.2 (0.5)  








3.5 (0.8)  
3.6 (0.8)  
1.6  (0.5)  
2.6 (0.8)  










2 (0.2)  
2 (0.3)  
2.1 (0.4)  
2.1 (0.6)  
2.8 (0.8)  
2.9 (1.2)  
3.7 (0.3)  




2 (0.4)  
2 (0.4) 
1.9 (0.5)  
3 (0.7) 
3.1 (1.1)  
3.6 (0.3) 
3.6 (0.3)  
Table 1: The selected 12 messages with associated Emotions, WaveNet Code, Valence, and Arousal from the EU-Emotion Voice (EU) database, as well as results 
(NEUT) from our annotation study (N=7). 
have a non-stop current. For heating, we define two buffer ranges. 
Between 35°C to  37.8°C, the output value is 300. When the 
temperature is between 37.8°C to  38°C, the output value is zero. 
For cooling, only one buffer range is set and the output value is 
zero when the temperature is between 28.3°to 28°C. With pilot 
testing, we find that the 7.5V is acceptable, if there are two breaks 
during the experiment to cool down the Peltier element. With 
this, our thermal stimuli take approximately 2s to reach the target 
temperature, and remain constant at that temperature for another 
approximately 2s. The temperature plots for five trials for one 
participant are shown in Figure 4b. 
Experiment Setup and Procedure 
Our second experiment was also conducted in an air-conditioned 
room, where the average room temperature across all sessions 
was 22.7°C (SD=0.42).  Setup and procedure was identical to  
Experiment 1, except participants were asked to wear noise-
cancelling headphones to hear the messages. For this experiment, 
given the 3 (Thermal Stimuli) x 2 (Positive vs. Negative Message 
Valence) design and that we test eight voice messages, each 
session consisted of 24 trials. Given our hardware setup, we 
provide a 2-minute break after 8 trials, resulting in two breaks per 
session. Study was also approved by our institute’s ethics board. 
Thermal stimuli were activated simultaneously with audio 
messages, for a total duration of 4s (2s onset and remained 
2s at target temperature). As in the first study, we again set 
an adaptation period of 10s. The order of thermal stimuli and 
message valence was rotated using a Latin square. After each 
trial, participants had to fill out a 9-point SAM emotion rating [5] 
Likert-scale on the Android app for valence (1-"very negative" to 
9-"very positive") and arousal (1-"very calm" to 9-"very excited"), 
shown as Manikin icons. A 9-point SAM scale was used here 
due to findings from prior work that 5-points did not leave 
enough expressivity for participant ratings [67]. At the end of 
the experiment, participants were additionally given the Comfort 
Rating Scale (CRS) [34, 33] to assess  overall  perceived comfort  of  
our ThermalWear prototype. Finally, as before, participants were 
given a short semi-structured interview at the end of the session 
and rewarded. The whole session took approximately 45 min. 
Participants 
Twelve participants (6 m, 6 f) aged 24-32 (M=27.1,SD=3.7) 
were recruited based on apriori power and effect size9. Most  
(11/12) were students, however many were recruited from a 
different host institute than for the first study. Average height 
was 173.3 cm (SD=8.6), average weight was 64.4 kg (SD=14.6), 
and average skin temperature was 30.8°C (SD=1.7).  When asked  
about how frequently they use voice messages in messaging 
applications (e.g., WhatsApp, FB Messenger, WeChat, etc.), three 
mentioned daily usage, three mentioned frequent usage, three 
stated sometimes, and the last three stated they rarely do. All 
participants were fluent in English, to ensure no misinterpretations 
when listening to voice messages. 
Results 
We consider the effects of the two factors (Thermal Stimuli, 
Message Valence) on each (transformed) 5-point Likert-scale 
measure: valence and arousal. We then present CRS results 
to assess wearability of ThermalWear. Box plots for valence 
and arousal ratings across thermal stimuli and message valence 
factors are shown in Figure 9a and Figure 9b, respectively.  Upper  
and lower dashed lines show the mean for positive and negative 
messages, respectively. Shapiro-Wilk normality tests showed that 
participants’ valence ratings for positive (p<0.001) and negative 
(p<0.05) messages and arousal ratings for positive (p<0.05) and 
negative (p<0.05) messages are not normally distributed, and 
thereafter non-parametric statistical tests were conducted. 
9For effect size f=0.3 under a = 0.05 and power (1-b) = 0.95,  with 24
repeated measurements within factors, we need 10 participants. 
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makes it more angry or more severe."). Few participants (3/11) 
mentioned that the rate of change was more important than the 
temperature in interpreting speaker arousal. Other participants 
(2/11) stated that when the message content itself lends no clues 
about valence, they turn to the thermal stimuli for interpretation. 
Comfort Assessment 
With respect to comfort assessment of our ThermalWear 
prototype, we used the Comfort Rating Scales [34, 33]. On 
(a) Perceived valence across posi- (b) Perceived arousal across posi- each scale, the lower the score, the more it contributes to overall 
subjective comfort. The results for each factor are as follows: 
Emotion (Md=13, IQR=12.3), Attachment (Md=10.5, IQR=6.6), 
Harm, (Md=3, IQR=10), Perceived Change (Md=9.5, IQR=9.5), 
Movement (Md=11, IQR=8.8), Anxiety (Md=8.5, IQR=5.8). 
tive and negative voice messages. tive and negative voice messages. 
Figure 9: Boxplots for valence and arousal ratings of voice messages. 
Valence 
Positive Voice Messages As we compare three matched groups 
within subjects, we directly performed a Friedman rank sum test. 
Here we found a significant effect of thermal stimuli on valence 
ratings (c2(2)=19.0), p<0.001). Post-hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank 
tests with Bonferroni correction showed significant differences 
between baseline and warm (Z = 2.4, p<0.05, r = 0.4), baseline 
and cool (Z = -2.8, p<0.05, r = 0.3), and warm and cool (Z = 
3.8, p<0.001, r = 0.4). 
Negative Voice Messages As we compare three matched groups 
within subjects, we directly performed a Friedman rank sum test. 
Here we found a significant effect of thermal stimuli on valence 
ratings (c2(2)=11.7), p<0.05). Post-hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank 
tests with Bonferroni correction showed significant differences 
only between baseline and cool (Z = 3.5, p<0.05, r = 0.4), and 
warm and cool (Z = 2.9, p<0.05, r = 0.3). 
Arousal 
Positive Voice Messages As we compare three matched groups 
within subjects, we directly performed a Friedman rank sum test. 
Here we found a significant effect of thermal stimuli on valence 
ratings (c2(2)=11.3), p<0.05). Post-hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank 
tests with Bonferroni correction showed significant differences 
only between baseline and warm (Z = 3.1, p<0.05, r = 0.5), and 
warm and cool (Z = 2.2, p<0.05, r = 0.3). 
Negative Voice Messages As we compare three matched groups 
within subjects, we directly performed a Friedman rank sum test. 
Here we found a significant effect of thermal stimuli on valence 
ratings (c2(2)=13.4), p<0.05). Post-hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank 
tests with Bonferroni correction showed significant differences 
only between baseline and warm (Z = 3.2, p<0.001, r = 0.5), and 
baseline and cool (Z = 2.9, p<0.05, r = 0.4). 
Subjective Feedback 
One participant did not provide verbal feedback, and therefore 
omitted from subsequent analysis. Most participants (9/11) stated 
that for positive messages, warm stimuli make the message 
even more positive. P3 stated that: "If it’s warm, I can sense 
the positive emotion is sincere." For cool stimuli, almost all 
participants (9/11) found that cool stimuli lowered the valence of 
the positive message (P1: "I feel it’s not that positive anymore.") 
and made it less sincere (P8: "He is not speaking sincerely."). 
For negative messages, almost half of participants (5/11) did not 
believe warm stimuli made the message worse. With cool stimuli, 
around half (6/11) found it exacerbated the negativity (P2: "It 
Given that ThermalWear is an early prototype with many wires 
and a bulky Peltier element module, it was not unexpected to see 
divided scores. While participants may have some concerns about 
feeling secure (’Anxiety’) wearing such a device, we believe it is 
important that our current prototype scores low on Harm, which 
is a legitimate concern due to thermal pain thresholds of ⇠15°C 
and ⇠45°C for cold and hot stimulation [28]. 
Thermal Stimuli Effects on Valence and Arousal 
Our findings show that with respect to valence ratings, thermal 
stimulation does indeed affect the valence of a neutrally spoken 
voice message (RQ2). This  however  varies  across  cool  and  warm  
stimuli. First, while warm stimuli increase the valence of positive 
messages, this is not so for negative ones. Cool stimuli on the other 
hand, lower the valence of both positive and negative messages. 
The findings that warm stimuli and cool stimuli are associated 
with positive or negative emotions, respectively, is consistent with 
previous work that tested thermal stimuli in isolation [73, 59, 58]. 
Our findings however differ from Tewell et al.’s [67] work on  
thermally stimulating Facebook posts, where they do not find an 
effect of thermal stimulation on valence ratings, only for arousal. 
Furthermore, we show that thermal stimulation generally increases 
arousal, though not uniformly across warm and cool stimuli. 
Warm stimuli increase arousal for positive messages over baseline, 
however not cool stimuli. For negative messages, both warm and 
cool stimuli significantly increase arousal. This is in line with ear-
lier findings by Salminen et al. [58] who show that warm and cool  
stimuli can increase arousal over neutral (baseline), but that warm 
stimuli are more arousing than cool stimuli. We however only 
observe this effect for positive voice messages, where both warm 
and cool stimuli are similarly arousing for negative messages. 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
Study Limitations 
There are naturally limitations to our work. First, we do not test in-
dividuals with impaired emotion prosody processing, and instead 
focus on processing of synthetic neutral voice messages. Second, 
given that ThermalWear is still an early prototype, it was expected 
that some participants did not rate it highly on the Comfort Rating 
Scales. Indeed, depending on participant body mass and which 
wetsuit top they wore, they sometimes had to hold the Peltier 
element close to their upper chest. Nevertheless, the focus of our 
study was to investigate temperature and affect ratings, and not on 
ensuring wearability. Third given the controlled nature of our stud-
ies, we did not look at in-the-wild factors such as ambient temper-
ature and humidity [21]. Moreover, we acknowledge that hearing 
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voice messages in the wild can come with auditory background 
noise. However, for this early prototype, we set aside requirements 
for usage across daily interactions (e.g., within remote speech 
dialogs), and leave realistic mobile scenarios for future work. Re-
latedly, we do not test real voice messages in an unconstrained 
setting. Previous work has shown that vocal information such as 
intentions, emotions, and attitudes are more competently trans-
mitted when familiar voices are in play [62, 35]. However, this 
would be difficult to manipulate in the context of familiar voices, 
as artificially removing emotional prosody would likely create a 
stranger from a familiar voice. Another consideration is that we 
only look at valence and arousal ratings, but not more nuanced 
emotion interpretations (cf., [73]) – however, this was sufficient as 
we draw on the widely used dimensional model of emotions [74]. 
Towards Wearable Thermal Voice Augmentation Displays 
Our work shows that it is feasible to design wearable thermal 
voice augmentation displays (RQ1), which  crosses  multiple  
application scenarios such as augmenting personal experience 
[73], emotion model mapping [74], using thermal feedback as 
a notification  mechanism [72, 52], or augmenting voice message 
perception of intelligent voice assistants [31]. Our work adds to 
these findings, by showing that neutral spoken messages can be 
thermally augmented with the end goal of tuning the perceived 
valence and arousal of such voice messages, when emotional 
prosody may be situationally impaired (RQ2). These  findings  can  
be applied to voice assistants where emotional prosody is lacking 
(either due to insufficient technology advances or by design). 
Furthermore, our work provides opportunities to support indi-
viduals with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). Past research 
shows impairment in emotional prosody processing in individuals 
with ASD [56], and that this has a neural basis which results 
in increased reliance in cognitive control, attentional manage-
ment, and reading of intentions [13]. This has implications for 
emotional prosody production and processing. For production, it 
has for example been shown that children and adolescents with 
high-functioning ASD have trouble expressing emotions during 
storytelling tasks [18]. While in our second experiment we do not 
compare our artificially generated neutral voices to how individ-
uals with ASD speak, it does provide an opportunity to further in-
vestigate this. On the other hand, even though children with ASD 
show no deficit in perceiving prosody, they do exhibit atypical 
attention to emotional tone of voice [6]. Given the foregoing, our 
findings enable opportunities to further explore thermal augmen-
tation of prosody-less speech, whether from human or machine. 
Design Considerations for Thermal Voice Augmentation 
There are several design considerations from our work. First, with 
respect to perceived temperature and comfort on the upper chest, 
we found that both warm and cool stimuli are easily perceived and 
detected within a few seconds time period. What we found is that 
including a silk fabric does provide comfort and safety (especially 
for higher (38°C) and lower (26°C) temperatures, however at the 
cost of detection time (especially for warm stimuli), which makes 
it unsuitable (at least within our current ThermalWear prototype) 
for use in augmenting brief voice messages. 
Second, from our second experiment, we see that our findings 
support the general findings from prior work that thermal stimula-
tion can increase perceived arousal [58, 67]. However in contrast 
to Tewell et al. [67] who looked at text messages and Salminen et  
al. [58, 59] who looked at thermal  stimuli  only,  our work shows  
that neutral voice messages can also increase/decrease in valence 
when thermal stimulation is applied. Why might this be so? 
Lee and Lim [40] already  found that the  role of context is  quite  
important for interpreting thermal stimuli augmenting media, and 
Wilson et al. [73] highlighted that the role of emotions can vary  
depending on which scenario thermal stimulation is used (e.g., 
happy memories, social closeness, etc.). Within Tewell et al.’s [67] 
work, they indeed did not control for the context, and participants 
may have found the task ambiguous. By contrast, our voice 
messages can be largely seen as a standalone unit of conversation, 
and it steers participants to rate the valence of the spoken message, 
and the arousal of the speaker. This attribution of intention to the 
message sender likely made the experimental setup less ambigu-
ous than what was done by Tewell et al. [67], which is why we 
see clear effects on valence. However, despite such clear effects, 
from a comparative analysis between our neutral voices and the 
EU-Emotion Voice recordings, it appears that we cannot perfectly 
recreate the missing emotional prosody from neutral messages in 
a consistent  manner (cf.,  FIN valence and arousal mean ratings 
for NEUT and EU in Table 1) .  While  we did  not expect  that  
thermal stimulation can perfectly supplant emotional prosody, our 
results indicate that thermal stimulation is effective to influence 
(increase/decrease) valence and arousal in the right direction. 
Lastly, we can speculate about the role of body location. We 
investigated the upper chest as a suitable on-body location for a 
wearable prototype given it is purported to relate across emotions 
(cf., [49]). However, we do not know how this differs across other 
candidate body location (e.g., forearms). Our choice came down 
to a balance between several factors: (a) choice and inclusion of 
fabric and overall wearability comfort (b) felt temperature percep-
tion, detection time and temperature comfort, and (c) the potential 
for thermally stimulating valence and arousal by choosing the 
most suitable body location. This is important, as for example 
when considering body location, we had to additionally factor 
in how much calibration is need, to what extent the forearms are 
overused as a site for stimulation, and to what extent do users find 
a site  socially acceptable.  For  inclusion of  fabrics, we  can further  
explore how to ensure a sufficient ROC for differing fabrics, 
and importantly, how to design wearable thermal displays that 
participants can use on their own garments in the future. 
CONCLUSION 
We presented ThermalWear, a wearable prototype that thermally 
stimulates the central (upper) chest, with the end goal of thermally 
augmenting perception of voice messages with affect. We ran two 
studies, first investigating thermal perception and comfort (using 
fabric) on the upper chest, and then looking at the effects of 
thermal stimuli (warm, cool) and voice message content (positive, 
negative) on valence and arousal ratings of neutral AI-generated 
voice messages. We found that thermal chest stimulation can alter 
both arousal and valence ratings, supporting previous work that 
showed warm stimuli can increase valence, while cool stimuli 
lower valence. Our findings enable further research on how 
thermal augmentation can help design intelligent voice assistants, 
and aid communication to those with impairments (e.g., ASD) 
in emotional prosody processing. 
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